Rx350 engine

Both front- and four-wheel drive configurations have been used on the RX series, and several
gasoline powertrain options, including V6 engines and hybrid systems, have been offered. The
name "RX" stands for "Radiant Crossover". The first-generation RX , fitted with a 3. The
Japanese market Toyota Harrier released in also offered a 2. The second-generation RX 3. Like
the previous series, a 2. In , a hybridized gasoline-electric version of the 3. For the third iteration
released in , both RX 3. Since the release of the third generation, Japanese sales have occurred
under the Lexus RX name as opposed to Toyota Harrier as had been the case previously. By ,
that vehicle was officially proposed by TMS executives at product planning meeting in Toyota
City, Japan and put into development. In December , the final design directed under designer
Makoto Oshima was approved for production, and prototypes later went into testing in The
production-ready concept combined the characteristics of an SUV, wagon, and sedan, [11] and
featured high-ground clearance and an elevated seating position. The concept's overall design
intent was to be commonly used for suburban driving. The RX was built on a unibody chassis.
The 2. The 3. Interior features further included Walnut wood trim and an optional in-dash six-CD
changer. Safety features included driver and passenger front airbags, front seat-mounted side
torso airbags , anti-lock brakes , side impact door beams, daytime running lights, and five
headrests as standard. In , the RX was refreshed with revised headlights and taillights, along
with the option of high-intensity discharge HID headlamps. In November , the 2. Options
included sport-tuned suspension and DVD voice navigation. In , a limited edition "Silversport"
was offered that included a monochromatic paint scheme in Millennium Silver or Black with an
all black interior and perforated leather seats. The RX sold over , units in its five years on the
market. In , development began on the XU30 platform under chief engineer Yukihiro Okane.
Design work was started under Makoto Oshima and would continue into when a concept design
by Hiroshi Sukuki was approved. By early , the final production design was green-lighted by the
executive board, with the first prototypes being tested in Design patents were filed on 1 April
under No. Available options included a watt, speaker Mark Levinson premium sound system,
DVD-based navigation system with backup camera , rear seat DVD player with wireless
headphones, panoramic three panel moonroof, and heated seats. All RX models came standard
with eight airbags, including dual front airbags , front row side torso airbags, side curtain
airbags , a driver's knee airbag ; Vehicle Stability Control VDIM on RX h and a tire-pressure
monitoring system were standard. The Harrier was fitted either a 2. Asian markets included
Singapore, where it succeeded the previously sold Harrier, South Korea, and Taiwan. The RX
featured a 3. Here, the car was badged RX denoting its larger 3. New technology features
included Adaptive Front-lighting System AFS with swivel headlights, [38] height-adjustable air
suspension on the all-wheel drive models, Dynamic Laser Cruise Control system, and
rain-sensing wipers. Different exterior colors were offered. In , Hybrid badging was added to the
rear side doors. The RX h interior featured a hybrid information display on the navigation screen
showing electrical motor, gasoline engine, and regenerative braking activation in real time.
When launched in , the RX h came exclusively with brushed aluminum interior accents, in place
of the wood trim offered in the standard RX. However, the RX h did receive a facelift for the
model year, featuring a blue Lexus badge and a rear spoiler that matches the body color. The
gasoline-powered part of the RX h engine system was a 3. The rear motor was only used under
full-throttle acceleration or when the front wheels lost traction. The water pump for the gasoline
engine is driven by the camshaft belt. To improve efficiency, and because the gasoline engine
shuts down during electric-only operation, [49] the alternator, power steering pump, and air
conditioner compressor are beltless; rather than being tied to engine output, [49] these
components are powered by electric motors via the battery instead. Production was limited to 6,
units. In for the model year, the RX received a mid-cycle refresh consisting of a new 3. The RX
also featured an updated, Lexus Generation V DVD navigation system with improved graphics,
voice controlled destination inputs, and a new feature called "bread crumbs. The new
navigation system also featured voice dial systems and the ability to enter destinations by voice
address while driving. In for the model year, the RX received a revised grille, chrome door
handles, available new seven-spoke inch alloy wheels with a liquid graphite finish, and Brandy
Wine Mica or Desert Sage Metallic were new exterior choices. Black Bird's Eye Maple wood with
gray interior was a new interior option for that year. These limited production models have
"Pebble Beach" badges on front fenders and embroidered front floor mats, were available in
Black Onyx and Truffle Mica color, and came equipped with limited-edition inch alloy wheels, a
color-keyed rear spoiler, and a chrome-finished grille. Buyers also received a choice of custom
amenities designed to complement the Pebble Beach lifestyle. Production ended in December
Power and Associates in Power and Associates ' Automotive Environmental Index of the top 30
most environmentally friendly vehicles. Development of the third-generation RX began in Chief
engineer Takayuki Katsuda headed development, with design being conducted from In late

design work by Masanari Sakae was chosen, with the final designs that were presented as scale
models being green-lighted for production in the first half of The first North American
pre-production prototypes were sent to Cambridge, Canada in early for testing prior to the first
RX rolling off the production line on 28 November Lexus debuted the third-generation Lexus RX
on 19 November American RX sales began in February as a model. The third-generation RX's
new transmission can lock-up its torque converter from 2nd through 6th gears to improve fuel
economy. A double wishbone rear suspension setup replaces the previous MacPherson strut
design for improved handling and greater cargo space, while an optional Sports Package adds a
performance-tuned suspension. The AL10 RX's new exterior styling adopts the L-finesse design
language, and outer features include a rear spoiler which hides the rear window wiper and radio
antenna creating a less cluttered appearance. New cabin technologies include VoiceBox
Technologies conversational speech voice recognition system, the first of its kind in the U. The
new hard disk drive HDD-based navigation system no longer uses a touchscreen, instead
replacing it with Lexus' Remote Touch controller, similar in function to a computer mouse, with
haptic feedback. Optional accessory features include XM Satellite Radio , a speaker watt Mark
Levinson Surround Sound audio system, a dual-screen Rear Seat Entertainment System RSES ,
inch wheels, heated and ventilated front seats, power front seat cushion extender, perforated
and semi- aniline leather seats, a smog sensor for the HVAC system, power folding side view
mirrors, and navigation system. The third-generation RX comes standard with a twin-chamber
front passenger airbags , side torso airbags for the front row, side curtain airbags for front and
rear rows, and knee airbags for the front row. Active headrests become standard to help reduce
whiplash injuries. The Adaptive Front-lighting System AFS remains optional, while a new
bi-xenon optional Intelligent Highbeam feature is added, this system can dim the high-beams
automatically whenever traffic is detected. Other optional safety features include a Pre-Collision
System PCS and a Head-up Display HUD which helps the driver keep attention on the road
ahead by displaying navigation, speed, and audio information on the windshield; the HUD uses
high-intensity LEDs displaying high contrast white figures on the windshield allowing it to be
read in direct sunlight. To further help improve visibility, water-repellent glass is used on the
front doors. Manufacturer's specifications indicated largely identical outward dimensions for
the RX h with the RX The RX h features an upgraded 3. This system uses less energy to form
fuel-air mixtures, and releases more energy. A facelift was designed through late and patented
on 7 January under European design registration number New LED running lights were
introduced as well. The F Sport was introduced, with a honeycomb grille, 8-speed automatic
transmission, and a unique sporty interior. Power and Associates named the RX as the most
dependable vehicle in the U. The U. Navigation equipped models receive an upgraded 19 inch
wheel finish as well as an easier to use remote touch controller. The model year F-Sport models
now have the option of a cabernet red interior. This is mated to an 8-speed automatic
transmission. Lexus also offers a model equipped with four-cylinder gasoline turbocharged
8AR-FTS engine, which is called RX t renamed to RX for model year onwards , but this model is
not available in North America. The vehicle is larger than the previous generation, with a 2-inch
To counter issues with the previous version's F-Sport ride quality being too firm, in the pursuit
of sporty handling, the new generation features an Adaptive Variable Suspension AVS to adjust
ride quality as needed. An active anti-roll bar from the European specification third generation
RX was added to the F-Sport package. Twenty-inch alloy wheels are also available, as is a
panoramic sunroof. In , for the model year, both blind-spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic
alert became standard, and wireless smartphone charging became available as an option. As of
April , Lexus had accumulated more than 2. Sales data in United States market for the Lexus RX
are as follows, sourced from manufacturer yearly data:. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission 8-speed
shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3.
Power Feature Power Feature hands-free entry yes Reverse tilt dual mirrors provides curb view
when vehicle in reverse yes 4
74 toyota hilux
e38 fuel pump
1989 chevy cavalier 4 door
one-touch power windows yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation clock yes
compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat
Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions bucket front seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes
leatherette yes Front leg room Front head room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder
room Dimensions Dimensions Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs.
Cargo capacity, all seats in place Maximum payload lbs. Length Maximum towing capacity lbs.
Ground clearance 8. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Sponsored cars related to
the RX Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes Front and rear
stabilizer bar yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 1 yr. Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 6 yr. Rust 6
yr. Roadside 4 yr. Sign Up. Birch, leatherette Birch, premium leather Noble Brown, premium
leather Parchment, leatherette Black, leatherette Parchment, premium leather Black, premium
leather.

